The proposed approach to XML query formulation and evaluation developed by means of XML Declarative Description (XDD) theory formalizes a query as an XDD description comprising one or more XML clauses the syntax of which can be subdivided into the three specifications: pattern of XML elements to be selected, the query's selection criteria and the structure of the resulting elements. It supports formulation of essential functionality requirements for an XML query language such as selection and extraction, combination, transformation, closure and nested queries. Evaluation of a query on a specified XML database is carried out by employment of Equivalent Transformation paradigm. Moreover, since XDD theory provides a simple mechanism for representation of knowledge and relationships among elements in a 1 2
Introduction
The advent of XML [9] as a standard for representation and interchange of data on the Web has provided simple means for the publication and distribution of both human-readable and machine-understandable data. In order to achieve effective manipulation on a large collection of XML documents, there arises an essential need for an XML standard query language, which allows users as well as agents to query, retrieve, transform and construct XML data that precisely meet their requirements. Several certain attempts have been made at the development of specifications [10, 17] , algebra [7, 13, 14] as well as syntax [1, 8, 11, 18] for XML query languages. However, so far there exists no consensus on such a standard. Moreover, query languages such as XQuery [8, 12] XML-QL [11] , XQL [18] and Lorel [1] merely aim at construction of userfriendly languages rather than formalization of effective computational mechanisms to process a query.
Based on the functionality requirements for an XML query language, identified by [10, 17] , a declarative description approach is presented for both formulation and evaluation of queries on XML databases by employment of XML Declarative Description (XDD) theory [4, 6, 20, 21] . In the developed approach, an XML database is formalized as an XDD description which comprises a set of XML elements, representing a collection of XML elements/documents in the database, and a set of XML clauses, describing relationships, axioms as well as some other derivable information. A query is also modeled as an XDD description, which not only facilitates the pattern-matching or selective retrieval of XML data but also supports reasoning capability. Every query is executed on some specified XML database and will return as its result a set of XML elements, derived from the database and satisfying the query conditions. Evaluation of a query is defined by means of Equivalent Transformation (ET) [3] -a new, flexible, efficient computational model which is based on successive equivalent transformations of the query into the answer.
Sect. 2 summarizes the proposed data model for XML databases, Sects. 3 and 4 present approaches to formulation and evaluation of queries, respectively, Sect. 5 reviews current, related work, and Sect. 6 concludes.
2.
A A constraint-useful for defining a restriction on XML expressions, their components or their sets-is a formula of the form q(a 1 , . . . , a n ), where n > 0, q is a constraint predicate, and a i is an XML expression or a set of XML expressions. The truth or falsity of a ground constraint q(g 1 , ..., g n ), where g i is a ground XML expression or a set of ground XML expressions, is predetermined. Denote the set of all true ground constraints by T con.
A set-aggregation-a concept employed in the description of complex queries/ operations on sets of XML expressions-has the form:
<xdd:SetAggregation> <xdd:Set> S </xdd:Set> <xdd:Constructor> E C </xdd:Constructor> <xdd:Pattern> E P </xdd:Pattern> </xdd:SetAggregation>, where S denotes a set of XML elements, E C and E P are XML expressions which specify that for each XML element, matching the pattern represented by E P , an XML element represented by E C will be constructed and included in the set S.
Intuitively, given an XDD description P , its meaning-denoted by M(P )-is the set of all XML elements which are directly described by and are derivable from the unit and non-unit clauses in P , respectively.
XML Database Modeling
In the proposed data model for XML databases [4, 6, 20] , ordinary XML elements can be mapped directly onto ground XML expressions, while a collection of XML documents, consisting of sequences of XML elements, is represented as a set of ground expressions, each describing an element in the documents. Integrity and structural constraints imposed on elements in the documents as well as rules, axioms and conditional relationships among them are formalized as a corresponding set of XML clauses. Thus, an XML database is then represented as an XDD description which is the union of a set of ground XML expressions, representing a collection of XML elements/documents in the database, and a set of XML clauses, describing their constraints and relationships. The database's semantics is the set of XML elements, which are explicitly represented in the document collection or implicitly derived from the specified set of relationships and satisfy all the defined constraints.
Example 1 Let XDB be an XDD description which represents a database of a human resource office and comprises the elements C e1 − C e4 and the clauses C r1 − C r2 of Fig. 1 . The former describes a collection of XML elements in the database and the latter models a supervisorsubordinate relationship among Employee objects of the database. The representation of a relationship in terms of XML clauses offers a more compact form and provides an easier way of information modification than explicit enumeration of such information.
Query Formulation
A query about information in an XML database is formalized as an XDD description, comprising one or more XML clauses. For each query clause, its head describes the structure of the resulting XML elements, the set of XML expressions in its body represents some particular XML documents or XML elements to be selected, the set of XML constraints describes selection condition, and the set of set-aggregations constructs sets or groups of related XML elements to be used for computation of (i.e., X). Its head then constructs an . * ( -element which explicitly represents such a supervisorsubordinate relationship between X and Y.
If X is the n th -level supervisor of Y, and Y is a ! " of Z, one can imply that X is the (n+1) th -level supervisor of Z. The first XML expression in C r2 's body represents an * .
( -element in the database which encodes that X is the n th -level supevisor of Y. The second expression in the body describes an -element in the collection specifying that Y is a
of Z. The constraint / then defines that m is the result of increasing n by 1. The head of C r2 then derives an summary information. This syntax intuitively separates a query clause into three parts: (i) a constructor described by the head, (ii) a pattern described by the set of XML expressions in the body, and (iii) a filter, described by the set of XML constraints and set-aggregations in the body.
Each query will be executed on some specified collection of XML documents, modeled as an XDD description, and will return as its answer a set of XML elements explicit in or derivable from the document collection and satisfying all the conditions of the query. Besides simply returning a sequence of qualified XML elements, new ones with a desirable structure may be obtained from those selected elements. This objective can be achieved by an appropriate specification of the head expression.
The following subsections explain the formulation of the essential functionalities which a particular query language should provide [10, 13, 14, 17] .
Selection and Extraction
Selection of XML elements, which satisfy a Boolean composition of a query's selective constraints on the elements' components, such as tag names and child elements, can be expressed by one or more XML clauses. If all the conditions are related by 'AND', a single clause will suffice. However, if the operation is formed by n 'OR' conditions, n separate clauses will be required. The body of a clause comprises a single XML expression, representing XML documents or elements to be selected, together with XML constraints, describing selection conditions.
Extraction is an operation which returns a set of partial XML documents with only required components. It can be expressed by an XML clause, the body of which consists of a single XML expression, describing the pattern of the elements to be extracted, and the head of which specifies the desired fragments.
Example 2 Clause Q 1 of Fig. 2 formulates a query which returns only Names and eids of all Employees who work for the department "d01" and earn more than 2000.
Combination / Joining
Combination or joining of related information from different parts of XML elements/documents is expressed by a single XML clause with n XML expressions in the body, representing the n parts to be combined, together with zero or more XML constraints, specifying the join con-
Pattern of the XML elements to be selected
Filter -specifying query condition
Constructor -describing the structure of the query result Figure 2 . Q1: a selection and extraction query (Example 2).
ditions. The head of the clause then specifies the combining structure.
Note that an equi-join can be simply expressed by using the same variable to represent the equality condition on a desired component because all occurrences of the same variable in an XML clause must be specialized into identical component. 
3.3.
Operations on Basic Datatypes, Literal, Names and Schemas XDD defines various types of variables ranging over different kinds of XML expressions' components, e.g., strings (or literal data), names, sub-expressions, and provides also a concept of XML constraints. Thus, a particular operation on a datatype or an expression component can be modeled by appropriate definitions of an XML constraint. For example, in order to define a numeric comparison operator 'less than', let LT be a constraint predicate; an XML constraint LT(<Num>x</Num>, <Num>y</Num>) is a true constraint, iff x and y are numbers and x < y. The constraints Add and GT contained in the clauses C r2 of Fig. 1 and Q 1 of Fig. 2 , respectively, demonstrate how constraints can be used.
The first expression in Q 2 's body represents an -element which encodes information about a supervisor-subordinate relationship among employees in the database, where the supervisor is Sirichai and the subordinate is any employee. The second expression represents an -element, where the supervisor is Orathai and the subordinate is the one who is also the subordinate of Sirichai. Note: the Svariables and , representing the and of such a subordinate, respectively, are used to equi-join the two expressions together.
(a) XML clause 2 . 
In the query, the variables and represent the % -elements, whose names are Sirichai and Orathai, respectively, and the variables and represent -elements, which encode information about Sirichai's and Orathai's subordinates, respectively. Moreover, a document's schema-a DTD or an XML Schema-can also be modeled by corresponding XML clauses, thus, yielding verification of the conformance of a given XML element with respect to such a schema [4, 6] . Hence, the developed approach readily supports all necessary operations on basic datatypes, literal data, names and schemas. In addition, user-defined operations or functions can also be defined in terms of XML clauses. Fig. 3 -b of Example 3 shows that EmpRelation, a complex, recursive function, can be simply formalized as the clauses
With a concern that XML has not defined a distinction between encoding textual data and other types, XDD provides an ability of implicit data casting among different types based on certain coercion rules. For instance, an element type (tag name) can be immediately used in a string operation, but only a string, which contains only valid characters and follows XML naming rules, can be regarded as an element type or an attribute name.
Aggregation
Grouping of related XML elements, sharing certain specified criteria, and computation of its summary information is formalized as an XML clause. Its body contains a set-aggregation and XML constraints, describing the grouping criterion and aggregation functions, respectively, and its head specifies the structure of the resulting elements.
Example 4 The clause Q 3 of Fig. 4 selects Name of each Employee in the database having at least two Subordinates and lists also Names of such Subordinates.
Example 5
The clause Q 4 of Fig. 5 counts the number of Employees working for the department "d01" and calculates the average salary of the Employees.
Sorting
Sorting of query results is supported by employment of an XML constraint:
where L 1 specifies a list of XML expressions to be sorted, L 2 the result of sorting L 1 according to the specification given by the path p and direction d of the OrderBy-element, which indicates the order-item and the sorting direction (ascending or descending), respectively. For example, let the query given in Example 4 be modified so that, in the output, a list of Subordinate-elements, nested in a SubordinateListelement, are sorted alphabetically by their textual contents; this modified query is formulated by insertion of the following constraint into Q 3 's body: sort($E:list, $E:sortedlist, <OrderBy path="Subordinate/text()" direction="ascending"/>), and by replacement of the variable $E:list in Q 3 's head by the variable $E:sortedlist.
Universal and Existential Quantifiers
Although XDD theory does not explicitly treat universal and existential quantifiers, each XML clause can typically be interpreted as all of its variables are universally quantified. The theory allows the employment of XML constraints, negations and Skolem functions as well as those techniques developed in logic programming theory for formulation of a query with a similar meaning of universal and existential quantifiers [4] .
The set-aggregation contained in the body of the clause defines that the variable , represents the set of XML elements which encode the salary of each employee in the database who works for the department "d01". The constraints and then specifies that the Svariables , ! and , represent the number of elements in the set and the average salary, respectively. 
3.7.
Closure and Nested Queries
Since both input to and output from a query are sets of XML elements, queries formulated under the proposed approach are closed. A composite or nested query is expressed as n + m XML clauses, the subquery of which is formulated as n clauses and the super-query as m clauses. For each subquery clause, its head specifies the structure of the intermediate results to be used as input to the super-query, and for each super-query clause, the set of XML expressions contained in its body describes the desired patterns of XML elements to be matched with the results obtained by evaluation of the subquery.
Query Evaluation
Given an XML database represented by an XDD description XDB, the answer to a query formulated as an XDD description Q is the set of XML elements, explicit in or derivable from the database XDB and satisfying all of its conditions. By employment of Equivalent Transformation (ET) paradigm [3] , such a query Q is evaluated by transforming the description (XDB ∪ Q) successively into a simpler, but equivalent description, from which the answer can be obtained easily and directly. More precisely, such a description (XDB ∪ Q) will be successively transformed until it becomes the description (XDB ∪ Q ), where Q holds 
only ground XML unit clauses and M(XDB ∪ Q ) = M(XDB ∪ Q).
The XML elements, directly described by the XML unit clauses in Q , readily yield the answer to the query Q. Figure 6 depicts the proposed computational mechanism for query evaluation. In order to guarantee the computation's correctness, only ET rules or semantics-preserving transformations can be applied at every transformation step. ET is a new, flexible computational model, which is considered to be more efficient than the inference in the logic paradigm and the function evaluation in the functional programming paradigm. The unfolding transformation presents an example of ET rules. Other kinds of ET rules specific for XML data structure, XML constraints and set-aggregations can also be devised and applied, especially to improve the computational efficiency.
Papers [4, 19] develop ET rules for transformation of set-aggregations. Speaking intuitively, given an XML database XDB and a query clause with a set-aggregation <xdd:SetAggregation> <xdd:Set> S </xdd:Set> <xdd:Constructor> E C </xdd:Constructor> <xdd:Pattern> E P </xdd:Pattern> </xdd:SetAggregation>, in its body, the set S is obtained by equivalent transformation of the description XDB ∪ {E C ← E P } into XDB ∪ {E 1 , . . . , E n }, where E i is an XML element. Thus, S becomes the set {E 1 , . . . , E n }. That is, for each element in the database XDB which can be matched with the pattern E P , an element represented by E C will be constructed and included in the set S.
Example 6 Based on ET framework, this example demonstrates evaluation of the queries Q 2 of Example 3 and Q 3 of Example 4 with respect to the sample XML database XDB of Example 1. However, due to page limitation, details of each transformation step for solving the queries will be omitted.
By means of unfolding, the description XDB ∪ {Q 2 } can be transformed equivalently and successively into XDB ∪ {Q 2 }, where Q 2 is
Hence, the obtained element Q 2 is the answer to the query Q 2 .
Next, consider the processing of the query Q 3 . Using unfolding and the ET rules for set-aggregation, one obtains that the variable $E:list represents the set { <Subordinate level="1"> Orathai </Subordinate>, <Subordinate level="2"> Manop </Subordinate> }, and the constraints Count($E:list, <Result>$S:count</Result>), and GT(<Num>$S:count</Num>, <Num>1</Num>) are true constraints, iff $S:count is specialized into the number 2. Thus, the description XDB∪{Q 3 } can be transformed successively into XDB∪ {Q 3 }, where Q 3 is Q 4 : <Employee> <Name> Sirichai </Name> <SubordinateList> <Subordinate level="1"> Orathai </Subordinate> <Subordinate level="2"> Manop </Subordinate> </SubordinateList> </Employee>.
Since only unfolding and ET rules for set-aggregation are applied, in each transformation step, the correctness of the obtained answers to the queries Q 2 and Q 4 are assured.
Related Work
It should be emphasized that the developed approach is not proposed as a query language for XML. Its primary goal is to provide a theoretical foundation for the development of an XML query processor. Certain query languages, such as XQuery [8, 12] , XML-QL [11] or XQL [18] , can be employed as an interface language, which enables users to formulate queries in their preferred syntax. Submitted queries, expressed in such a syntactic-sugar language, will be translated into the proposed query formulation and then evaluated accordingly. Thus, the proposed approach to query formulation and evaluation can be utilized as a foundation for the processing of XML queries, expressed in other languages.
Moreover, Fig. 7 shows that XDD readily provides a direct support for manipulation of RDF data-an emerging, prominent standard for representation of metadata, which employs XML as its encoding and interchange syntax. RDF data-including RDF statements, RDF Schemas (RDFS) as well as extensions to RDF(S), such as, DAML-family markup languages [15] -can be mapped directly onto ground XML expressions. In addition, XDD can enhance these languages' expressive power by allowing expression of arbitrary constraints, rules and axioms-an important feature missing in such languages-in terms of XML clauses. Databases of RDF and DAML data as well as their queries can then be precisely formulated and manipulated [21] .
Conclusions
Besides the abilities to express and process various kinds of queries, the XDD approach to query formulation and evaluation also has the following properties and advantages: (i) declarativeness, (ii) expressiveness, (iii) independence of schema availability, and (iv) provision of a direct support for manipulation of RDF data, In order to effectively manage a large collection of XML documents and to improve the efficiency of the query processing, development of semantic query optimization techniques-based on knowledge of the database's constraints, DTDs and Schemas-is envisaged.
On the basis of XDD and ET paradigm, XDD System-a prototype Web-based XML processor available at http://kr.cs.ait.ac.th/xdd-has been implemented. Preliminary tests on several XML and RDF applications, such as software configuration management [16] and agent-based systems [5] , reveal the framework's viability and potential in real applications.
